
/3 426 /1 230 /1 433

/1 416/1 215 /1 220 /1 222/1 417/1 216

/1 2

/1 219

/1 235 /1 241/1 227 /1 228 /1 229

School Uniforms 4 Less garments are made for a comfortable �t 
for everyday wear. If you do not know what size to order, take a 
measurement and use our size charts to �nd out your perfect �t. 
Our suggestion is to measure over the undergarments and not 
over other clothing. Use a measuring tape and wrap it around 
your body comfortably without making it too tight. 

The �t of your garment(s) will depend on your personal preferenc-
es, the displayed sizing chart may be used as your guide. School 
Uniforms 4 Less caters to a great �t. We take pride and joy in all 
our school uniforms. If you have any questions please do not hesi-
tate to email us at 
schooluniforms4less@schooluniforms4less.com 
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GIRLS SIZES
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GIRLS PETER PAN BLOUSES

34” 37” 40” 42” 

/3 411 /3 415

/3 420 /3 421 /3 422 /3 423

/3 412/3 410

/1 226

/1 232 /1 234 /1 235 /1 236/1 433

/1 218

/1 227 /1 228

/1 412 /1 415

/1 419

/1 416 /3 416/3 414 /3 414

/3 413

/3 417 /3 420 /1 221/1 419

/3 418

/1 413

18” 20” 21” 24” 26”

17”

SIZE

CHEST

LADIES SIZES

47” 

37” 

50” 53” 57” 61” 44” 

27” 28” 

20” 

29” 

Note: All measurements are approximate*

CHEST
Measures under the arms around the fullest 
part of the chest

Using a similar garment, lay flat, measure 
across the chest from one side to the other.
Double the measurement.

BLOUSE LENGTH
Measure from the highest part of the 
shoulder to the bottom of the hem.

NECK
Measure around the neck juct above the 
collar bone, add     and round up to next 
size.

Using a garment, measure from the 
shoulder seam to the bottom of the sleeve.

SLEEVE LENGTH
Measure from the shoulder socket to the 
wrist.
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BLOUSE
LENGTH

BLOUSE
LENGTH

LONG SLEEVE
LENGTH

LONG SLEEVE
LENGTH

NECK

NECK

12 /1 2 14 /1 2 18 /1 4/1 415 /3 416


